
The Strange and Twisted Game

Solution File
*One puzzle per page



Envelope

Solution:  prosthetic

You’ll get this by using the letter and the envelope together. You’ll notice the numbers

are where certain letters are, use those in that order and you’ll get a word.



Barney’s Pawn Shop/Pawn Shop

Owner Card

Solution: 5274p2584

The patterns to obtain the claim number are as follows:

First pattern:  Sequential odd number (1, 3, 5, 7, 9, repeat).

Second pattern:  Go in numerical order from 1-8 then repeat.

Third pattern: Sum of the first two digits (this is why some claim numbers are longer

than others).

Fourth pattern:  Even numbers, repeating a�er 8.

Letter:  First letter of the item name.

The pattern to obtain the amount is to add each number to the one before it.  Example:

Add items 1 and 2. Then, add items 2 and 3. Then, add items 3 and 4. And so on.



Fratesi/Cabinet of Curiosities
Solution:  theatremask

You’ll read the story and listen to what Fratesi has to say to be able to see what’s in the

story and what’s in the cabinet. The only item that doesn’t match up with anything in

the story is the theatre mask, thus you know that’s what you’re looking for.



Body Shop/Automotive Warning

Symbols

Solution:  sin

Once you have eliminated all of the warnings the mechanic mentions you should see the

letters, S, I, and N created by the remaining letters.



Chicken Restaurant/Chicken

Menu/Game Piece
Menu solution:  dark meat

Game Piece Solution:  meal

Chicken Restaurant Unlock:  darkmeatmeal

You get this by seeing what number correlates with that item. The number represents

which letter of the menu item to take. Example: the line that read “FIRST, find the best

DRUMSTICKS you can find” means you need to take the first letter in the “drumsticks”

so that will give you the letter D. You will end up with two words that represent the

founder’s favorite type of chicken.



Gun Store/Army Map
Solution:  9579

You get this by pointing your army people at each specific vehicle. There’s an

instruction for each army person:

Star - 3 then times by 2 to get 6

Dimond - 1 then minus 1 to get 0

Heart - 2 then minus two to get 0

Moon - 2 then plus 1 to get 3

That means the total number needed to destroy the two missile vehicle is 9. You’ll

continue this until you have the answer to what destroys each vehicle.



Payphone

Solution:  stauf

You get this by following The Rules of Hangman note and what you learned in every

unlock to this point. You’re told what body part goes in what order, when you do you’ll

get: Stauf.



Justice Path/Encoded Letter/Skip

Tracer Curtis
Solution:  velvetcurtaincasino

To get this, you’ll count how many letters in the alphabet are in between the two letters

given. There are 21 letters between A and W. This would get you the letter U. Now you

move forward(right) in the alphabet one place to get V. You’ll follow these same steps

with the other letter pairs to get the answer above.



Circuit Clerk

Helen/Computer/Calendar

Computer Unlock:  jason

To get this you’ll look at all the months on the calendar. Then using the clue rom the

sticky note beside the calendar, list out the months that are not shown in order and

you’ll get the name listed above.



Circuit Clerk Helen Unlock

Solution:  7766wapner

Helen tells you the word “wapner” and that you’ll need the last four digits of the phone

number which you’ll get by unlocking her computer. You get that be completing the

puzzle on her calendar.



Where Should You Search For The

Missing Juror?

Solution:  sanpei

You’ll have to eliminate all the jurors to figure out who you need, and then look at the

location associated with the remaining juror.



Old House Envelope Path/White

Door

Solution:  Friday

“What day would yesterday be if Thursday was 4 days before the day a�er tomorrow?”

If Thursday is four days before the day a�er tomorrow, then today is Saturday and that

make yesterday, Friday.



Red Door
Solution:  exonerate

First when you figure out all the initials it should look like xonr8. When you solve this,

say that out loud to hear the word: exonerate.



Black Door

Solution:  wanted

The three phrases:

1. One way or another

2. Count on us

3. Lie in wait

4. Unfinished business



Green Door

Solution:  veritasluxmea

You get these from the unlocks. They each emphasize different latin words.



Solution Envelope

Solution:  heromadman

You’ll get these two words when you finish both paths.


